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.No out~f-staters for a year, speaker urges
support this proposal. Reed said he feels a mixture of
students add$ to the education process. CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
UCF President Steven Altman agreed and said
Florida universities and community colleges should Wetherell's idea is short-sided.
·
enroll no out-of-state students for one year, the·speaker
According to.Reed, 1Opercentofall Florida university
of the Florida House of Representatives suggested.
students are from other states.
SpeakerT.K Wetherell, D-Daytona Beach, proposed
BOR spokesman Patrick Riordan said cl:im:lnating
this ·ide~ at the first Education Summit meeting Jan.
out-of-state student tuition could result in a $4.4 million
24. Wetherell said education budget cuts caused loss for Florida.
universities to turn away thousands of Florida
UCF student l?ody President Jeff Laing opposes the
residents.
proposal because he said he feels diversity in the
C_hancellor Charles Reed, Board of Regents, did not · student population is important.
by Mary Watkins

Interacting with different cultures can sometimes
teach more than can textbooks, Laing said.
"Soine estimate that 60-70 percent of actual
education comes from outside the classroom," Laing
said.
Wetherell's press secretary Randy Lewis said
Wetherell's concern is the large number of parents in
Florida who paid taxes for years to find their children
cannot getfoto Florida colleges.
Lewis would not say whether the suggestion would
become a formal legislative proposal.
"Right now it's a serious consideration," Lewis said.

SG to open 2 polling places
starting·with Feb. elections

'

by Tom Kopacz
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

..

The student senate Thursday
agreed to add two new poiling
places for the upcoming student
body presidential elections.
The new polling places will
be at CEBA and the Education
Building. The polling place at
the Green Will not be affected.
After an ·amendment, any
student can vote at any polling
place. Prior to that amendment,
students were restricted to
specific polling places,
depending on their major.
The bill making the change
(23-14) passed 34-1.
Because stuqent body
President Jeff Laing and Vice
President for Student Affairs
Lee Tubbs both signed the bill
Friday, the change will take
place for the presidential
elections, scheduled for Feb.1820.
If either had not signed it by
9 a.m. ·Monday, the change
would not have taken effect until
this fall's senate elections.

The bill also adds three main Knight said.
.
campus election commissioners.
Sen. David Mann was the
Sen. Emily Rado, one of two only senator to speak against
senators sponsoringthe bill, said the change. He said he opposed
she felt adding the new polling jt because of concerns over
places would make Student logistics and possible ballot
Government more visible. .
fraud.
''We are here for the sole
Mann said he thought
purpose ofserving the students," students should be restricted to
she said.
certain pollingplaces depending
· She denied allegations made on their major, as in the original
at the senate's Jan. 17 meeting bill.
that SG could not pay for the - He also said the bill was
additional staff and facilities.
inappropriate at this time.
"I spoke to the people in
"Rjghtnow, the system [isn't]
charge and there ·is. plenty of brokenenoughforittobefixed,"
money," she said.
he said.
President Pro Tern David
"[Fall] would be the best time
Carls, who also sponsored the to do it."
bill, said the addendum budget
Mann also said he was not
could cover. the additional againstthechangein .principle.
expense.
·"I never disagreed with the
· The addendum budget comes concept of this bill, and I resent
from activity and service fee the jmplication of people that I
income above estimates made do," he said.
·
for the current SG budget.
"Ijustdon'tnecessarilytliink
However, he refused to, say it should be done now,'·' he said.
how much money was in the .
The senate also voted 25-3
addendum budget.
·
against confirming Tim
"All we're doing is expanding
the· polling places," Sen. Ted
see S~A page 5

. ChBrl!!S Morrow/tA::N I HAL t-LUHIUA r-U I UHE

FLYAWAY
James Gostage and Chris Fleagle explain an exhibit presented by
,the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

Studentclgainst war
·h as car vandaliz·e d;
dorm phone broken .
by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER

1,,nanes MorrOW/l..t:N I HAL t-LUHJUA 1-U I UH!:
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Laurel Hays, a 22-ye_ar-old post- baccalaureate student, pets a rescued cat cared for by Campus
Action for Animals. The group rescues stray cats on campus and puts them up for adoption.
-

AUCFstudent foundhisantiwar-decorated car covered with
white flour Jan. 23.
The student noticed his
vandalized car at 6 p.m. in the
dirt parking lot next to Seminole
Hall.
The student told police he
thought the reason for the flour
was his anti-war and antiPresident Bush symbols and
writings painted on his car.
He believes the damage to
the car occurred after 1 :30 p.m.
that day, the time he parked his
car.

.J .J .J

UCFpolicechargedastudent
under 21 with possession of an
_ alcoholic beverage Jan. 20.
UCF police charged Derek
Giandolfi, 18, with the crime.
Officer Hugh Carpenter
approached the student at the
intersection of Greek Park Drive
and Gemini Boulevard, near the
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
house.
Carpenter approached the
studentaftertheofficersawhim
put a cup on the ground and
walk toward the fraternity
house.
see POLICE page. 4
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Students may ~e able
to get loans in 1 stop:
the financial aid office

•

brought forth in very, ambiguous
terms."
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
"I would have to take a look
Students who need a at the whole issue [beforegovernment loan for co11ege in commenting]," agreed Michael
comingyearsmaynotneedtogo O'Rear, director of financial aid
any further than their school's at the University of Texas at
financial aid office, the Bush Dallas.
·
administration proposed Jan.
However, "Anytime there fl-Te
14.
sweeping changes, somebody's
'.rhe reform, if passed, would goingtogethurt,"O'Rearadded.
cut banks out of the college loan
In this ·case, that someone
business.
ma;v be the bank.s·who now offer
.
It would make getting a loan student loans.
a lot simpler for students, who · The feder.al government
now·have to negotiate federally would not have the.resources to
guaranteed loans with banks, adequately oversee the program
proponents of the idea contend. and therefore would make the
.
Nancy Robards/GENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
But banking officials argue student loan program more Carlos Arriaga, a junior, presents senior Benjamen. Ungerman with a plaque for being the outst,anding
the plan - in which .the complex, said Consumer area squad.comm·ander for Area 8. The AFROTC teams swept the awards at an area competition.
government would directly give Banking Association President
colleges money to loan to Joe Belew.
"Hopefu11y the adminstudents- wouldactual1ymake
the process harder for students istration will recognize the
and effectively put campus problems with this proposal
officialsintoaloanbusinessthey and abandon it before
don't know how to run.
embarrassing themselves by
·currently,bankslendmoney officially proposing it," Belew
and UC-Fs members will be next ye(lr's Angel
by Troy A. Pierce
to, and trytocollectitbackfrom, said. ·
Flight Region D Headquarters after winning the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
students. If they can't collect
News of the .reform proposal
privilege in ARCON competition. ·
the money, the · federal camefromtheU.S.Department
UCFs Air Fore~ ROTC can boast that its
''We were in competition with eight schools in
_government effectively ·repays of Education, which oversees service organization is tops in the state.
the
our region, including Valdosta State and
the loan to the bank.
most federal college programs.
The Arnold Air Society (AAS) walked away Florida schools," said Angel FHght Major Stacey
The federal government also
The proposal, which could be with 18 of 21 major awards at the AAS Area
Ripperdan. "It's gratifying to know that hard
pays a bank a fee each time it included in President Bush's Conclave Jan. 11-13 in Clearwater Beach.
work pays off."
.
lends money to. a student. The F~b. 4 official budget request to
UCFs AAS beat other AASs from Florida,
AAS's awards included:
fee represents a bonus for Congress, aims to save at least Georgia and Panama. It took the
• Outstanding medium-sized
lending to students, who $1 billion a year in fees and competition's top honor in
squadron.
,
·
typically don't qualify for a loan adminis-tration costs, and b'ecoming next . year's Area
• AFA support award.
under banks' normal policies.
simplifythefederalstudentloan Headquarters:
•
Outstanding squadron
Financial aid officials · program by taking banks out of
"We swept the
"We went to ARCON [Area
col)J.mander, Cadet Lt. Col. Ben .
themselve.s are not clear how .the it.
Conclave] and took all qut three of
Ungerman.
field."
propoE?al would affect students.
An estimated $12billion was the major awards," said Cadet
AngeJ Flight's included:
"We haven't developed a lent to some 5 million students 3rd Class Kevin Russ, AAS public
• Outstanding medium-sized
formalpositionbecausewedon't during the 1990 fiscal year.
flight. .
affairs officer. "That is.
- Kim Hamlin
have enough information," said ·
In the past year, the federal outstanding. We got every major
• Outstanding Angel Flight ·
director of training
Madeline McLean of the government has been looking award·we put in for."
adviser, Capt. David Cannon.
Nati on al Association ofStudent for new ways to curb defaults on
UCF's Angel Flight, . the
• Best membership tr aining
Financial Aid Administrators; stUdent loans, which will cost General Robert M. White FHght,
trophy.
a Washington,ffC.-basedgroup taxpayers $2 billion this year, also competed in ARCON and came home with
1st Lt. Kim Hamlin, director of training,
of aid officials from around the the Education Department eight major awards.
·summed up UCFs appearance at ARCON: "We
nation-. "The proposal was e.s timates.
Angel Flight is the sister organization to AAS, swept the field_/'
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Air Force ROTC captures
18 of 21 competition awards
all
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more information, call 298• UCF HOTLINE
ception .a t 6 p.m. Friday in the its first spring semester high- .first-served basis.
way cleanup at 10 a.m. Feb. 2.
For details, call 894-4141.
For up-to-date information , atrium of CEBA II.
5764.
regarding academic deadlines,
The events mark the start A two-mile stretch of Alafaya
• The association will have
• study skill workshops, tutoring:, of Black Heritage Celebration Trail just north of UCF, be- • AZALEA SALE
another overnight backpack
The Orlando-Winter Park trip the following weekend. Call
counseling, campus ' office 1991, which runs through Feb. tween McCollough and Chap. man Roads, has been adopted Junior Lea~e will hold an Wayne at_644-.3178 for inforhours, health services, financial 28.
azalea sale Saturday and Sun-- mation and to registei,:.
• aid; recreatfonal services, legal
For more information, call by the two groups.
The· cleanup is part of the day to benefit. the The Crisis
services and more, call the ' of- Minority Student Services at
Florida Department of Trans- Nursery, a shelter for children • SUPPORT A PATIENT
fice of student information and ext. 2716.
pQrtation's Adopt-A-Highway in danger of being neglected or
"Cancer: Gaining Control," a
evening/weekend student serprogram.· A majority of the ·abused. The sale will be at the six-session educational series
• vices' 24-hour, 7-day-a-week • LIBRARY ·DISPLAYS
The following items will be garbage picked up will be recy- Orange County Agrictiltural for cancer patients and their
hotline: ext. 5479.
on display in the UCF Library cled. For more information, call Center.
families, will begin at 6:30·p.m.
ext. 2659.
in February:
Azaleas can also be ordered Jan. 31 in the Schweizer Board
• • COPE WITH WAR
The UCF Counseling and
• International Type Direcin advance and picked up Room on the 11th floor of FlorThursday or Friday at the cen- ida Hospital, 601 ~.Rollins St.,
Testing Center is starting a tors Club Show, displaying the •WAR TEACH·IN
.There will be a war teach-in ter. For more information, call 0rlando.
·
support group to help students best graphic design from the
.
• cope with their feelings about Type Directors Club of New at noon. on the Green every 896-5918.
"The · series is · designed to
Wednesday. They are not proenhance the quality of life for
the Persian Gulf war. Students York:
recently diagnosed cancer pamay be suffering from worry,
• In Their Own Words: A tests: They are intended as • GET A JOB
The Orlando Sentinel will . tients and to create a climate
• anxiety, depression, sleepless- Tribute To Great African- open, political exchanges of
ness or distraction. This is not American Writers and Their ideas. Those who disagree are sponsor a job fair Monday and of mutµ.al support, compassion .
advised not to shout, just to Tuesday at the Expo Center ~n . and caring," said Helen Roora forum for discussing the pros Works.
The display will feature a participate. Call PeaceWorks at downtown Orlando.
da, a Florida Hospital oncology
and cons of the war. The first
Hours are noon to 8 p.m. nurse clinician. ''We also seek
• meeting will be at 2 p.m. Feb. selected group of African- 282-6078 or Students for a RaMonday and 8 a:m. to 5 p.m. to educate patients and fami1 in Room 11 7 of the Rec Ser- American writers whose works tional Society at 380-3936.
Tuesday. A wide range of em · lies about cancer and to explore
vices Building. For more infor- have universal appeal, includployers will be represented at ways in which patients can
ing Frederick Douglass, Phy l- • BE A LIFEGUARD
• mation, call ext. 2811.
The American Red Cross the fair.
1is Wheatley and authors from
achieve optimal health."
and Orlando will co-sponsor a
the Harlem Renaissance.
The support group is a free
• BLACK HERITAGE
• Banned Books, USA, by Lifeguard Training course from • TAKE A HIKE, BUDDY
The Office of Minority Stucommunity service of the FlorThe Central Chapter of the ida Hospital Cancer Center.
• dent Services will sponsor the Dr. Randy Fisher of the Psy- Monday through Feb. 27 at
1991 Black Heritage Celebra- chology Department and Wadeview Park, 809 E. Grant Florida Trail Association has For mot e information or t o:
several activities scheduled register, call 897-1600.
tion Kickoff at noon Friday on Michael 0. Johnson of Central St., Orlando.
The course costs $45. Par- throughout February.
Floridians Agl;linst Censorship.
• the Gr een.
ticipants must be at least 15
• The next trip will be ~n •ATTENTION COOKS
Artists will perform and AfThe USPS staff has reduced ,,
years old and. able to pass a overnight backpack trip at 9:30
rican-American pr oducts can be • ROAD CLEANUP
Angel Flight, jointly with basic swimming skills test. a.m. $aturday and Sunday at the price of cookbooks to $2.
.pur chased.
•
Th ere will be an alumni re- Arnold Air Society, is planning Registration is on a first-come, Teneroc State Reserve. For Call Car olyn at ext. 2237.
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If you could, you'd be there.
For victims of disaster, the devastation lasts long
after the TV crews have left. It takes months to
rebuild homes, businesses ... entire lives.
If you could, you'd be there to help. But no
matter where you are, your financial help will
mean food, clothing, shelter, the bare necessities.
:r
You can be there, through your
American Red Cross.

Someorte is counting on you.
Send your contribution today to: American Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund, 5 North Bumby Ave., .Ot-lando, FL 32803'

--~

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

i
,.

SOL

Michael Pohl/Cl:N I HAL FLOHllJA t-U I UHt:

FILMING IN THE RAIN ·

..

Ron.Shearer, assistant RTV professor, teaches his students about video cameras in tne rain on the
Green. Kirk Healy holds the umbrella and Michael Fairo, Belinda Szymanski and Todd Dewey watch.

POLICE

~ ~ ~

FROM PAGE 1

Carpenter and the student
returned to where the cup had
been set down.
According to the police
report, the student waived his
right to remain silent. He told
the officer his cup contained
beer and thathe had consumed
· about three other 12-ounce
cans of beer.
Giand0lfi is scheduled to
appear in court Feb. 8.

Phone calls may be hard to
make at the courtesy phone·in
Brevard Hall.
Dale Milner, Housing.Oftke
mainte.nance · supervisor,
discovered Jan. 14 that the
phone was disabled. However,
he said did not know how long
it had been out of s.ervice.
On the interior of the phone,
a sr:na1l electronic crystal that
activates the ' key pad of the
phone had been partially
disconnected.

John Romanski of Telecommlinications told police the
culprit knew exapt1y what he
was doing.
According to Romanski, ·the
interior of the phone can be
reached only by using a special
tamper-resistant tool that is not
available to the general public.
The phone had been opened,
the crystal disconnected and the
phone re-secured.
Romanski told police similar
acts of criminal mischief have
occurred on courtesy phones on
two other occasions.

~t. Jos~plJ'.s

Qta tbo1 tc QtlJutcb
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

•

•

•,

SELECTlQ_N

•
•

Students interested in applying must attend ONE of the following meetings:·
Feb. 4
10:00 am
SCA
,
3:00 pm
SCA
.
Feb. 5
7:00 pm
Tropical. Oasis
•Applications will be handed out during each meeting•

•

•

•

•
•

l

•
·•

Questions? Call 823-21 ~ 7 or stop by SC 198

•
•

•
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Drop Us A
Letter!
We're always glad
to hear from our readers.
Write to us at:
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 250JO
University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816

Davenport as an alternate for the Judicial Council.
The Elections andAppo:intments committee voted unanimously
against Davenport.
Sen. David Groover, E&A chairman, said the committee did not
trunk Davenport had enough drive.
Davenport was not at Thursday's meeting.
Mann opposed defeating Davenport without giving the senate
a chance to interview rum.
He painted out th?t when Justice Sheila Mohajer was confirmed
Jan. 10, the senate had postponed her confirmation from Dec. 6
because she was not pr-esen t then.
"[Davenport] might have a class," Mann said. "He might be ill."
Sen. Patty Purish said Davenport was passive at the hearing.
Mann suggested that might be nervousness.
''Tills wasn't nervousness," Carls said. 'Tills is a case of being
totally unprepared."
·
In other action, th.e senate:
.
• Passed a-·bill (23-10) allocating $165.60 to purchase 16
garbage cans for InterHall Council's recycling project.
•Agreed to let E&A withdraw a bm (23-12) that would have
shortened area campus balloting by an hour for each of the three
days in the voting period.
• Confirmed South Orlando coord:inator Sam Bmtzilian to a
. second one-year term.
Also, the Legislative, Judicial and Rules Committee on Monday
agreed to table the senate etrucs code for c;t least a week over
questions about how broad the new s4ttutes should be.
Mann said the bill should prevent any member of an organization from voting on an issue involving that organization in the
senate. Carls, who wrote the bill, said only officers should he
affected.
·

\

Michaei Pu1Wt.;t:N1RAL FLOHILJA FU TuHE

REACH OUT...
Gustavo Londono, a freshman, uses junior Mark Cress' phone
through his dorm window to make a 9all that couldn't wait.

•

•

I•

•

.The other

.night.Pete
brought
home a
quart·of
milk, q loaf
of bread
and a case
·of AIDS .

•

•

•

CHECKING
•

T

FreeATM~

No per-check
charge .
I

•

•

just for people
25 and under

99¢ a month

]ustCheckingrM is available only at these SouthTrust offices: DoUJ11,town o.rlando
Banking Center 246-6000; University Blvd. 246-6050. LCi:ke Mtfry Banking.
Center 330-2300;/rom OrlandpJ 246-6060. Deland Main Office 738-8800;
Spring Garden Avenue 734-3100J· Deleon Springs 985-466t· Orange City
775-140bJ· South Daytona 756-6000; New Smyrna !Jeach 428-JOn· Holly Hill
756-6050; Ormond Beach 756-6055; Port Orange 756-6060J· Palm Coast
•446-4400.

AIDS

SouthTrust Bank
© 1991 SouthTrust Corporation

Pete always felt his
bisexual affairs were
hornless enough.
But Pete did catch the
AIDS virus. That's why his
family's at risk. His wife
risks losing her husband;
and when she has sex
with him, her own life. If
she becomes pregnant
she can pass the AIDS
virus to her baby.
Pete could have protected himself. Saying ·
"NoN could have done it,
or using a condom. ·
Right now there's no
vaccine for AIDS, and no
cure in sight.
With what we know ,
today and with the
precautions that can be
taken, no one has to
come home
with a story
·
like Pete's.

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong._
. Member FDIC
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Ohio, Michigan .P repaid programs in trouble
.

.

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Two of the biggest state
college savings plans r~porled
they w~re having some financial
trouble, but the problems don't
necessarily mean such plans are
bad ideas, one observer
contended.
The program~ are generally
so.u nd, asser ted Christine,
P aulson of the Education
Commission ofthe States, which
has studied the state college
trusts.
Under the .programs, which
have been adopted in Florida,
Alabama, Wyoming and other

states in -recent years, parents
can putmoneyintoastatetrust
now for their children's
education.
Depending .on how much
they invest in the trust, the
parents supposedly can count
on having their kids' college
paid for by the time the
children reach age 18.
But two reports from
Michigan and Ohio cast doubt
on whether the trusts rea11y
are good ways to save for
college. ·
In Ohio, officials said that as
. of Jan. 1, paren~s saving in the
plan would have to invest
$14,200, or about 38 percent

more than they did in 1990, to iosingmoney by in vesting in the investments.
The plan "is a political issue
ma-k e sure their children's state's college savings plan.
The Micqigan Education in Michigan," she said.
college was fully paid.
.
A recent Michigan auditor
More gravely, a University of . Trust, as the savings plan is
ca11ed,hadanegativenetworth general's report used a
ofabout$11 millionattheendof different accounting method
"... Those who bought the 1989 fiscal year, reporleq and showed it as having a
Houston's Dr. Paul M. Horvitz, positive net worth.
these contracts won't
Horvitz's report' is "like
who studied the program's
Gimbel's putting out a report on
get what they paid for." finances.
If it doesn't achieve a positive Macy's," Michiga'n State
net worth soon, "those who Treasurer Robert Bowman, the
- Dr. Paul M. Horvitz bought these contracts won't get plan's principal architect) told
analyst of prepaid program whattheypaidfor,"Horvitz said. the Associated Press.
· Horvitz wrote his report for
Paulson noted the Michigan
program differed from college the College Savings Bank, which
Houston professor warned. in savings plans in other states in· competes with state plans' for .
December that parents in that the state government parents' , tuition investment
Michigan might actually end up ~
d_
oe_s_
n_
't_J.-l.
g_
u_
ar_a_n_t_
ee___,,p_a_r_
en
_t_s_
' _ d_ol_la_r_s._ _ _ _: - - - - -

ERASE ILLITERACY
~Ef~J

COMICS

•

-··PAINTBALL
SUPPLIES

•

ROLE .PLAYING
GAMES
IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

•

(407)823-7246
82-DRAGN

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

OH BEAUTIFUL
Bill O'Connor sings "America the Beautiful" at the rally held by the Student Veterans' Association to
honor UCF students serving in the Persian Gulf in Operation Desert Storm.

•

rFROM YOURFAMOUS: FRiii:NDLY:-1
\~:CJlZJEI.
REEDY PLAZA·-10376 E. COLONIA .DR. 282-6042
BY JOYCE~· cvrninA.'"AND-.f AT.TIJ q ~ON·FRI 8:30 AM· 9 PM SAT 9·6PM

IN1iBS

I
I

LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT . .
HEWLETT-PACKARI) DEALER:

UCF TEAM DENTIST "
$1 o Check-up includes:
• Initial Exam • 2· Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only
Expires 5/3/91
Good on initial visit only

282-2101
*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
f1AYM ENTHAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYM ENT
OR BE REIMBURSED FORPAYMENT FORANY OTHER SERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE. OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

11780. E. Colonial Dr.
. Orlando, FL 328~ 7
-.Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 &Alafaya Tr.)

•

HP lOB Business · f HP 48SX
'!~C~xK 11 · •
Calculator and
tScientific A~gE~sRfEs I
HP 17BII and
. ~ Expandable
1·
HP Business
~ Calculator
I •
Consultant II
• Ove r 2100 ~
I
Financial
built-in
I
•
fu nctions
I
C.a1cu1ators
• HP Equa tionI

II

Our UCF Back to School
Good.Knight Offer!

I
I

•Co mpl ete
set of
fin ancial
fun ctions

• Men u~

and
softkeys to
gu ide you

l•Algebraic

I or RPN
I entry
.I

Writer
a pplica tion
• Gra phics
integrated
w ith
calculus

•

..

Come see
it today.

rJ,iJI

llU:.a

HEWLETT
PACKARD

.~-~INT~E~RN
·AT I•o•N•AL-1
Calculator & Computer
I
L

m

2916 Corrine Drive
Orlando, FL 32803

•
13q,\.

s'b~

~

:

I

--------------------~
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FREE LIMITED TICKETS IN AVALABLE IN STUDENT CENTER ,_
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HOMECOMING COMMITTEE 1991 !
-FUN .
•EXCITEMENT
-THRILLS
-EXPERIENCE
-FRIENDS
.

,

Come and get involved with the big.gest event fo hi"t campus; HOMECOM1NG! Many positions are open to
qualified applicants who want to make
·HOMECOMING 1991 the best UCF
has ever seen. Choose judges, organize campus-wide parade,recruit King
and Queen contestants, spon~or
events, develop themes, make pro.motional items, and be in the center of
everything! All this is waiting for you at
the Campus Activities Board. Sign up
today--at the Student Center desk or
call UCF-2633. Deadline for application is F ebru~ry 7, 1991 .
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As the United States entered the war against Iraq,
its government had a shipment of ric~ sitting ?n. the
.docks, waitirig to be sent to Iraq. The nee. and b1lhons
ofother U.S. goods were part of the policy to help.Iraq.
In fact in
July 2"5 meeting, the American
ambass.a dor to Baghdad said, "I have direct
instructions from the president to seek better relations
with Iraq."
·~tis odd that Iraq was massing its troops along.the
·
Kuwaiti border br the Aug. 2 invasion.
And as we send more troops and spend $500
million to $1 bilE "'n a day fighting Iraq, we also spend
$2billion a dayt<.ip~yoffloans to Iraq thatthe United
States backed. These· were the loans to help Iraq
purchase American grain, American machinery and
American weapons.
Peter W.. Galbraith; a Middle East expert, said,
''This is sort of the foreign policy S&L scandal."
The United States' relations -with Iraq were icy
afte~ Baghdad's support of terrorist in the· 1970s,
until the Ayatollah Khomeini was perceived as the
.
primary evil.
In the early 1980s, U.S. relations became even
stronger as Rea·g an waged h~s war against Khomeini.
Reagan considered the Khomeini to be a greater
evil and Hussein to be a moderate Middle East
Since war has broken out in the Middle-East, the
leader. Perhaps Reagan should have reconsidered
Iraqi
forces have remained a mystery. Saddam
his policy.
·
Hussein
has not reacted the way normal people who
Even as relations were getting better-between. the
are
attacked
do: · he has not ordered a massive
two countries, Iraq continued to commit crimes.
he mobilized his forces for an
counterstrike,
nor-has
In 1984, Iraq used chemical weapons against Iran.
he·
has
ordered them to entrench
offensive.
Instead,
Also in 1984, the United States resumed full
·themselves
and
await
destruction.
Is this m.a n as
diplomatic relations with Iraq. Full diplomatic
inept
as
he
appears
to
be?
Definitely
not. So what is
relations would be 'loans' to help Iraq purchase
,
his
plan?
I
wish
I
knew.
weapons to use against Iran. Jronically, American
Saddam Hussein is an enigma. One cannot label
. troops are fighting these purchases.
him
as an idiot for he is clever; he must be clever. Yet
In 1988, Saddam Hussein gassed th~ Kurdish
his
current
tactics do not conform to those of a
citizens ofltaq. He also harbored the terrorist, Adul
com:petant
military
leader. Surely he must realize he
Abbas, the man who directed the hijackingof~cruise
not
be
allowed
to remain in power, yet he is
will
ship and murdered a wheelchair-bound man from
allowing
his
country
to be destroy~d, his forces
New York.
· .
crippled.
Meanwhi,le, the United States increased the
In
the
political
arena
he
has
attempted
to
turn
this
amount of aid to Iraq to $700million a year. Of course
conflict
into
an
holy
war,
through
bombing
Israel.
it was given in loans, but will Hussein pay? No. Every
Saddam Hussein would have spit on you for your
American taxpayer is paying.
·Another trivial fact is that the weapons we are religious beliefs ~ust four years ago;. n~w .he. is
attempting to mampulate the masses by mv1goratmg
fighting against were bought- this year. ·
the
turbulent .struggle between Israel and other
In fact, it is rumored that American weapons
Middle-Eastern
countries. Does. he not realize that
manufacturers are still selling.
other
nations
can
see what he's trying to do? Obviously
But that is not as important as the fact that when
not
he
keeps
insisting
upon this course of action .
allied soldiers go into Kuwait on foot, their legs are
Saddam's
greatest
abomination,
aside from the
going to be blown off with American and Fr~nch land
horrible
treatment
of
the
Kuwaitis,
is
the dumping of
mines.
. Although Hussein might be considered the
moderate choice for the Middle East, let's not forget
we were given many signs of ~hat Russe.in was
capable of.
· .
'Ever since Iraq's invasion of~uwait, America has
He shouldn't have been our ally. But American witnessed a polarization of opinion revolving around
politicians don't ·always seem to see what they're
the question of our nation's right to become directly
getting for that dollar. But why should they care? involved in the incident.
Taxpayers have been paying all along.
Both ·"sides" have assembled to voice their opinions,
usually at the same time in the same place. What has
become the norm is that both sides' vocalization -of
"opinions"
tends to degenerate into shouting matches
ConuaJ F!~lida
employing personal slurs and violent overtones.
P.0. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-2865
Notice that I said these factions are "not right." I
did not say that they were wrong.
Editor in Chief
Let's start by addressing that segment of the
Jamie Carte
population that believes we are waging war to protect
Managing ·Editor
.Jennifer Offenburger our economic interests.
News Editor
Joelle Subourne
Saddam Hussein poses a real and terrifying danger.
Sports Editor l
Roy Fuoco The "Hitler" analogy used early on by the
Opinion Editor ·
Jocelyn Jepson administration in the United States, as well as in
Confetti/Collage Editor
Steven M. Conner other nations, is an entirely valid one.
. Copy Editor
Melissa Stoker
Hussein uses inflammatory 'rhetoric without
Photo Editor
Michael Pohl addressing the problems or situa~ion; he has used
Art Director
Brian M. Wente chemical weapons as a political expedient against
Production Manager
Lloyd Whitehead people living in his own nation.
Witness the fa~, that only last week, Hussein
Business Manager
Thomas Negron
released millions of barrels of oil into the Persian
Classified Manager
Traci Osterhagen
Gulf-without the slightest regard for the inevitable
Advertising Manager
Vic Kirazian
environmental damage such action would cause-in
David J. Shoulberg
Ad Production Manager
order to ruin water processing plants and possibly
Armand Cimaroli, Jeff Celebre,
Advertising Staff:
slow down any amphibious military assault. This
Shelly Fleis, Suzy Zuljani
action was taken by a man who, at the same time,
Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget Clark, Anne Decker,
decries the killing of innocent people and the
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson, Jessica Pinkman
destruction
ofreligious shrines in his own cquntry.
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the n~ws~aper o~ i~divi~ual
Now let us address the point of our troops being in
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Adm1nis!rat1on,
'
.
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maxi mu~ or 300 ~~rds and include
the Persian
Gulf in order to protect the sovereign
the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are sub1ect to editing for g!ammar
rights of a people who have had their personal
and space and become the property of the newspaper, subject to their publi~tion. The Cent~/
Florida Future is a free, non-profit ne~paper published twice weekly during the a~dem1c
freedoms
denied through forceful intervention.
year and weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the pubhc.
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Hussein.proves to be an enigma
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·oil into the Persian Gulf(ofcourse the use of chemical
~eapons in 1984, or the killing of the Kurds in 1988
weren't bad enough). The results of this are
incalculatable at this time. Needless to say, the
entire food.chain in the gulf is facing destruction; no
one y_et can speculate upon the oil's impact upon the
world. This is a great indication of what he's capable
of: it's unpredictable, far reacl~ing and horribly
destructive. It is this kind of senseless terrorism that
has made Saddam famous.
What is Saddam's game plan? Who can tell? He is
obviously creative as far as terrorism goes, if the oil
spill ·was truly his idea.
·
Yet, at the frequency with which he· has been ·
killing the generals who report bad news, he is
destined to fall. Maybe he has gone insane, locking
. himselfinto ameglomaniac portion ofhis mind where
he is conqueror of the world.
Whatever the case, he is a vicious, unpredictable
and dangerous enemy, aJ!d Am~ricans . must not
underestimate him.
·

Nation divided ·over Middle East
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However, if America is so concerned with the
rights of individuals and the liberty of people wh,y is
it that, almost immediately following the violent
slaughter of students in Beijing, the Chinese
government was accorded "most favored" trade status
by our own administration?
Now, here's the challenge to both sides of the
argument. See if you can fulfill your own obligation.
First of all, if you feel our nation is conducting this
·war solely on the basis of sustaining our petrol-based
society, do something about it. Stop using your car.
Buy more sweaters and blankets, and turn the heat
off. Don't purchase items which are made of or
contained in plastic, synthetfos or any petr-0le:um
derivative.
F.or you who believe this ·war is being waged to
maintain the rights which should be accorded to all
individuals, than you need to . do the same thing.
N aine-calling and derogatory labels are an entirely
inappropriate response to those who might disagree
with your own opinion. If, as some of you have
screamed, the American soldiers are in-the desert
fighting for someone's right .to say what they want
over here, it seems somewhat hypocritical for you to
deny .a pers.on the right to speak their mind.
War is horrendous activity. Yet, in the ugliness
that is war, perhaps the most-grotesque facet is what
it does to the people involved, directly or otherwise.
- Bill Cushing is a junior studying English.
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America must give up "warrior nation" status:·
I ask you to make a choice, a choice between
militarism and democracy.
This past weekend I stood in Was}:iington, D.C.,
and witnessed a country under seige by the militia of
its government. A quarter million protesters took to
the streets of D.C. and were co_n fronted by a
government that is not interested in the will of the
people unless those people are supportive of the
status quo.
Saturday night, hundreds ofusjoined the Lafayette
Park protests that have been going on since the war
began. We took over the street in front of the White
House where we danced, drummed, played, sung,
shouted and chanted. It was peaceful and empowering.
A stone's throw away from the White House, and a
family of protesters were lifting only their voices. We
stayed there and continued the beat our buckets,
drums and. sticks. Our sticks were used only for
music. The hundreds of police chose to use theirs
otherwise.
Separatirig us from the White House was the
military, the D.C . police. Their cars formed a fortress
and large men piled out with angry eyes, riot gear and
large sticks. They moved between tis and the Whjte
House, shoulder-to-shoulder, in a "C" shape, our only
retreat being Lafayette Park. They slowly closed in, ·
so slowly they seemed not to move but to grow larger
and larger. Their formation grew tighter; we grew
louder. I danced in front of them and saw their angry,
patriotic faces. Slowly people started leaving the
street and filling the sidewalk. The police intended to
go further. They rushed the crowd.
A young girl, my friend, is trapped under some
protesters as police beat at them. An experienced
activist, my teacher, struggles to-pull bodies from the
street and is struck at the knee by a stick. A homeless
Ind.i an shouts, ''Thou shalt not kill" and gets an
argument from the angry sticks that break his arm.
Now he is part of my family .

•

A young couple flees backward as the police come
swinging onto the sidewalk. They slip on a bread tray
and fall under the crowd of police. I grab them, pull
th~m up and see their bewildered stare. Ayoungman
in a military jacket falls under the hoard of police and
struggles for the park, all the while being hammered
and pulled back. Two of us jump in and play tug of
war, refusing to let go, yelling "pull brother, pull."
A man "digs in," refuses to leave the street and has
his nose broken. He taught me a chant and I use it to
reach the park, crawling, "pull brother, pull." He is
freed and hugged. A woman and her baby, who were
rieve_r in the street, get trapped between a sign and a
police officer's stick. The police officer shouts, "Get
that f***ing baby out of here," and beats and claws at
the sign. The sign reads "Peace."
The beat in Lafayette continues and so do my
promises to my new family. By being.there' I promise
to carry this message: We must find alternatives to
force and military. And we must choose "power with"
not "power over."
'
It is my belief that a country can have only one
master. And if a country decides it must be governed
by force, it must forget democracy, forget free speech
and thought and, most of all, forget freedom. Many of
our prophets of war stand and proclaim that the
armies they control are fightingforfr~edom. "Freedom
from," say the warriors. ''We the military are protecting
our freedom from ... the barbarians, the communists,
the Ahr abs, J aps, Jews, blacks, anarchists, terrorists,
savages, socialists and other agents of threat that we
will come up with if needed."
Stop this.
It makes no sense·. We create our own enemies, as
in Korea, Vietnam, Panama and now the Middle
East. We then send our militias out to conquer them.
What we fail to understand is the enemy is really at
home. The enemy is our "warrior mentality." It is our
reliance on military "solutions." These militias we

build to fight off the foreign horde eventually come
back to crush our precious, struggling democracy. We
put more and more police on the streets and allow
· them more control over our lives.
We sacrifice our entire economy for the sake of our
wars. We tear down schools and build more weapons.
We forget the homeless and support only our soldiers.
We in America are in a state of military conversion.
We are allowing our government to force and shape
our actioris and ideas.
,
For years I've heard the cries of criticism·directed
at the Soviet Union: "damn Communists, damn
Communists."We criticize them for their communism
and see it as a threat. What we are missing is the
lesson that we should learn from the Soviet Union,
not that communism will destroy a society but that
military will. This is the lesson: Spend all your
country's money on guns, tanks and missles, and
your country will collapse.
America must give up its "warrior nation1' status
or we, as Americans, are going to be forced to give up
our precious democracy. America is now under the
control of martial law. Disagree or oppose the statu~
quo and your rights suddeI)ly disappear. In D.C., we
stood and looked at our White House, our democracy
and the military stood between us, separated us from
,
participation in that democracy.
So continue to stand right wh_ere you are and the
military one day will stand in your way. It's militarism
or democracy.
The choice is yours, for now.

-Lance' Turner i,s a senior studying liberal studies.
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Zeta Tau Alpha
Thanks 1AE, DKA, & ~r for an awesome 4way social Friday night! Hey ZT A-hope e-veryone liked the scandal sheets! Soccer game is
today at 4:00 Sigma Chi-we are psyched for
our social tomorrow night! Watch out UCFZetas are ready for project 6!!
Phi Delta Theta
Congrats to the new Bro's and the stylin new
pledge class!! Captain Cartwheel appearing
soon at the palace! We got the guns, lets
make it happen. PONG, the style is here!
Lambda Chi Alpha
Con')rats to our Football Knights! Great job
Bro's Alex, Andrew, & Derrick. Bro McDowellCoach of the Year I Rush was great-Congrats
to all new Am's Hey Sig Ep, you were right,
you did get some of ours- our rejects that is.
Don't forget conclave this week end fellas.
Acacia
Superbowl party Sunday was great. Be at the
house Saturday 9;00 to help put up the long
awaited fence. Get ready-two weeks to toga!!
Kappa Sigma
Brothers, toga party Saturday on THE DOCK.
Pledges, hope to see you there. FL1ndraisers
are coming soon. See Paul to ·sign up. District
Conclave is coming up. Get ready to party!
Delta Sigma Pi
Congrats to all our new pledges! We all wish·
you luck-What you put into this fraternity is
what you get out. Thanks to Shawn and Julia
for their effort Friday night-Wh~re's my belt?
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pikes get ready to have a blast in Miami.
Softball practice this weekend, check w/kt.
Hey, SAE, Zeta & Delta Gamma, thankx for an
awesome party. Hey Ralph, hit the brakesl

Dictaphone Typist Work in a supportive
environment in Oviedo. 4-10 hours per week.
Starting salary/$5. Call for interview at 3656682.

NS/M to share 2br apartment. 15 min to
school. $225 + 1/2 utility. Call Dennis 6783872

For Sale by Owner-1 /2 Duplex 2Bdrm/2Bath
All appliances, UCF area. Appl only 282-4487
or 269-0391 ($59,500)

Nonsmoker wanted to share new 2/2 condo
only 1 mile from UCF $275 per mo+ 1/2 util
366-3704

Nikon 180 mm F2.8 Auto focus lens $550.00,
Nikon 85mm F1 .8 Auto focus lens $295.00.
Call Mike 823-2601 Both still under warranty

2 resp N/S to share 3/2 house Twin Rivers
Quiet neighborhood 10 min to UCF washer/
dryer provided no pets $250 + 1/3 utils 3664941

Leading edge M-0 Intel 8088 PC-XT 512K
Ram Hercules Graphics Monochrome 3 1O
DOS Segate 32 Meg 8Mz. Also software, 123,
WP51, Quatro, etc .. Asking $850 or BO. Call
249-4091 anytime

NS female for 3/2 apt. No pets. $225 + 1/3 util.
Avil now 281-4251
GWM seeks same to share furnished NS
house with pool + many other amenities in
nice neighborhoocj near Dean and University.
$250 + 1/2 utili!Jes. Call 366-4403 Eve/
Wknds.

INXS tickets for sale
Two tickets for Sunday Feb. 3rd. 12th row
stage left, midway in lower bowl. $39 for both.
Call 380-7303

Roommate needed fast! No deposit. Male or
female. Own room/bath. Approx $200/mth
Call 679-6063 Sun Key Apts
M!F 2bd/2ba Altamonte Springs. $250 + 1/2
util. 380-5967, 295-0992

ENTRY -LEVEL PROFESSIONALS - No time
to find a job? Hundreds of jobs for students &
grads, by phone, 24 hrs. per day in 407 area.
New & unique directory of job hotlines. No 900
#'s I Use your phone ANYTIME for JOB
SUCCESS! Rush $10 chk/mo to CAREERS
FLORIDA PO Box 950398, Lake Mary, FL
32795 ph:407-323-2700
Wanted: Apt. seners. Night calls between
4+9. Easy$$ if confident and dedicated call 95 @862-1222

Male roommate to rent room furnished with
desk. $220 a month gets you cable TV, VCR,
washer-dryer newspaper and water. House is
10 min from UCF. ,Call Tom 679-6918
MALE to share house , 6mi to campus .wash/
dry, micro. $195+1/2. 678-1738

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME.
CALL FOR INFORMATION
504-641-8003 EXT. 2568

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045
Quit typing - Call Stress Alleviators Profession ally typed & edited.
Written
projects(terms, resumes , etc) Call Barbara at
(407) 35~-0065 .
Complete Typing/W P Services Fast AES
2431 Aloma #226 671-4414

SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS
LSAT GMAT GRE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialists
Michael Teirney, 897-3300

'80 Honda ACC auto aG $900 273-1 021

CLERICAL: Wanted-a person who can read
and interpret construction specifications.
Some filin·g an9 typing. Flexible hours(20-30 .
per week). Call 678-9490

1985 Honda Interceptor Soocc, new paint,
new tires, new brakes, looks excellent. runs
great, $1900 OBO Call 380-3949; ask for
Callum

PHOTOG RA PHE RS-part-ti me, energetic,
dependable and likes working with students.
must have 35mm SLR camera. We train. ·$tart
work Feb. 1st. 671-5754

Skydive!!! Call Becky 678-0624

76 Toyota Corolla Sta. Wagon good transp.,
reliable $850 857-4251

Part-time sales help wanted
ideal student hours (eve's + Sat)
$8.00 +hour for a self motivated individual Call
657-5925 M.W.F. 9:30-10:30 A.M. or leave
message business hours.

YOUR UCF COLLEG_E RING
You're unique, a college graduate. Wear your
credentials . Jostens! There is a diHerence;
look for it! It's ·Academic in the University
Shoppes.

'66 Corvair good condition $3000 Call 8234314 Ask for Jason
'88 Honda Prelude auto silvi:.· sunroof only
17,000 miles Vicki 381-9068 · v SQQ firm

*Sherwood Forest*
_
3/2 and 2/2 available for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties inc. 657-1967
2Bdr/2Bth condo Alt Spgs $500 579-6470

1987 Hyundai Excel GL 4door, am, fm, ·new
tires and muffler very good condition must sell
$2495.0BO 249-2748·
Chevy Chevrolet "85 Ac/Auto 1 owner; very
clean $1200 275-9902 Scooter- Torn-365-3483 2,100 miles $400.00
'78 Chevy Caprice
$400, Call 281 -7822

Comic Books
Bought arid sold Call Troy 365-3789 evenings
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that makes more sch15ol"
rings than al l the others combined . Jostens!
There is a ditterence; look for it! It's Academic
int eh University Shoppes.

SWM, 20, Serious Objectiv.ist seeks thoughtful female Objectivist for intelligent conversation and friendship . Reply to: AHW, Box 92,
Cassadaga, FL 32706

EVE RY FRIDAY IS JOSTENS RING DAY AT
IT'S ACADEMIC!
A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. bldg.
room 140
ISllKARDIA
International Students Christians' prayer
meeting held on every Tuesday in Student
Center Rm. 211 at 11 am. All are welcome .
Non-denominational. · French Club Meeting- Friday Feb. 1st at Sliverpointe Apartments; 7:30 to 8:30. For details and directions, Call Mike at 658-7829 .

Sororities & Fraternities call EASTERN
PHOTO for your parties and formals. No
shooting fees and great prices. Call 671-5754

HP 285 $120 call 657-7357 Joe
Washer/Dryer $250. Desk 25 Sofa/chair 80.
Recliner 80. Micro-oven 35. Call 282-2600 or
"381-6717.

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 p9tential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

Thule surf racks barely used. List price new is
$140. Asking $100. Also 6'8" Playalinda surfboard list price $280 No dings, asking $200
OBO. Call Marco 682-9363.

RPS needed Prr package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Make it unique, make it yours, make it Jostens! There is a ditterence; look for itl It's
Academic in the University" Shoppes.
·

Resumes, Term Papers-Best Rates in town.
Excellent. Local. 679-6679

Tim Webber Catering is NOW HIRING!
Learn how to BARTEND
and make GREAT extra$$$!!
·Call 645-2754 .
Don't miss this GREAT opportunity!

As I drive alone your peaceful fragrance is
remembered. Frab
Mutty, you mutant slime from H###I You've
always been jealous of Barbie. Meet me at the
Rool Tournament 1n the gameroom today and
we'll settle this woman ·10 woman! Bunnie
To : Don; Lynn, arid ·Shane-Happy Birthday!!!
Love ya, Kim + Nisha

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Federal~obs-$16,500-$62,000

M/F N/S roommate needed for a 2BD 2Bath
walking distance from school $21 o + 1/2 of
utilities Call David 281-7626

,--~--::-----::-~------....._
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Alpine 7390 top of line car stereo Dolby B/C,
Yamaha Amp, Fosgate punch subs, w/boxes
and warranty. New $880, Now $325, Passport radar $125. Will acceprbestoffer by 2-5
or have to pawn. Please call 628-5978 Iv·
mess Wneg

_____________

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available . IBM/AT, Word
. Perfect 5.0
IBM lener quality/laser printing.-

per year-Now Hiring
Recorded message reveals details
Call 407-~80-2486 Ext.151
Anent1on: Excellent iricome for home assembly work info. 504-646-1700 Dept. P307

Fast*Professional*Accurate

"War is an ugly thing, but not he ugliest of
things; the decay and degraded state of moral
and patriotic feeling which thinks that nothing
is worth war is much worse. A man man who
has nothing for which he is willing to fight nothing he cares about more than his own
safety - is a miserable creature who has no
chance of being free, unless made and kept so
by the exertions of better men than himself."
-Dedicated to the fine young men and women
serving our great nation-

~----------------.,..---------------------------------.,..------....--------------,,...-------~----------------------.

MINI CLASSIFl·ED FORM
$0. 75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

' $ _ __

•

Insertion Dates:

D SERVICES .
D .FOR SALE
D TUTORS
CT AUTOS .
0 TYPISTS
D OTHER
0 LOST & FOUND
D HELP WANTED
D ROOMMATES
D LONELY•'s
D CARPOOL
O .WANTED
0 FOR RENT
D PERSONALS
PLEASE PRINT c ·LEARLY. On~ letter or punctuation mark per space,
·
leaving one space between each word.
D GREEK CORNER
O ·CLUBINFO

•

fl

*Any text going over the allocated five lines will not be printed.
Ify<m want more than five lines in one ad, then use two or more forms.
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BASEBALL

''We're going to be very, very
on this thing," Bergman
slow
FROM PAGE 12
FROM PAGE 12
said. "That kind of shoulder
injury can be nagging."
Bergman said.
Eric Martinez -also was
play," Bergman said. ''We want
But Bergman has a core of to keep them in the lineup as injured last week when he
quality returning pitchers.
much as possible so no one damaged his knee on a curb.
Laurence Heisler returns to the gets discouraged."
He still might be able to start
t;eam after last year's 9-5 record.
This differs from last season ·. in the season opener.
He will start the season in in which the quitting of two
The remainder of the
Saturday's game against &llins. players and injuries depleted Knights' infield is made up of
Also returningis Brian Huie. UCF's roster (not counting transfer students. Ty Lynch
Last year, Huie led the team in pitchers and two catchers) to and Kiki Antonini both come
saves with seven. He looks tO be just
10
to UCF . as
this year's left-handed stopper. players. .
juniors and.
David Fisher, · a transfer
One of the
have found
student from
Valencia players who
"Somebody didn't
starting
. Community College, will be regained })is , do their 1
'ob if we
positions at
sharing Huie's stopper position s t a r t i n g
second base
asthet.emn'sright-handedstopper. position is
don't make the
and first base,
"Havingboth a left-and right- M i k e
·1
ff "
respectively.
p ayo S.
An t o n i n i
han ded st9pper is a big Josephina.
advantage," Maack said.
Last . year's
·Jay Bergman
replaces Steve
Also returning to this year's . starting center
UCF baseball coach
McClellan,
team is Todd Affricano, last fielder, he led
who batted
year's main middle reliever.
the 1990 team
.3!i6 last year.
Joining him in the middle in base stealing with 26-of-36
Andy Williams is the
reliever position are four transfer attempts.
incumbent at second base.
students: Jeff McAn'drew, Tory
Eric Martinez, a senior
The only two positions that
Jacobson, David Manrring, and transfer student from the are still undecided are short
Marc Roberts.
University of Florida, will join stop and catcher. Three players
Two other middle relievers, Josephina in the outfielq, along - Hummel, Carlos Mendoza
Todd Grande and Kevin Tippett, with Brett Barker, a junier out and Greg Costa1do - are
join the pool. But they have not ofBrevard Community College. battling for short stop.
been around UCFfor a while, so.
The position of catcher is
Rotating with Martinez will
they haven't gotten the be senior Chad Mattola, who · also uncertain. Bergman said
opportunjty to pitch much ..
was UCFs third leading hitter Gabby Angulo, Glenn Richardi
"In the middle relief we've last year with a .321 average.
and Damian Torino have their
gotten a lot stronger this year,
Another returning starter is· strengths and will all get a
and in the closing area we're EmestMartinez,whoplayedthird. chance to catch this year.
Last year Martinez, brother of
"I'll be very disappointed if
even stronger," Maack said.
The starting pitchers are the _ Eric, led the team in batting we're not in the playoffs [this
only . ones questionable on the average, hits and slugging year],,"
Bergman
said.
pitching staff. The rest appears percentage. He was second on the "Somebody didn't do their job if
team in RBfs and home runs.
w.e don't make it to the playoffs.
very solid.
During practice last week, But we should have been in the
"It's a team I have no problem
with, whether they're going to Martinez injured ·his shoulder playoffs last year, too. We're
play hard or not," Coach diving into third base.
better than we were last year."
Bergman said. "I know they'll
He is not expected to start in
UCF opens its season against
piayhard."
the game against Rollins.
Rollins at 1 :30 p.m. Saturday.

•

BASKETBALL
i=ROM PAGE 12

and 1 blocked shot, but echoed
his coach's disappointment
after the victory.
''We were down a little bit
because of the losing streak,"
Boles said. "We knew we
needed a win to get back out
intensity."
Senior guard Anthony
Haynes attempted to put the
night in perspective.
"Looking at an FIU, I think
our guys just take it. light,"
Haynes said. "I think we can
play with anybody. We just
have to put our minds to it."
Running Notes: Senior
guard Anthony Haynes'.
outstanding play against
Florida
International
University was cailed
"courageous" by Dean. Haynes
was playing after being sick
all week and felt terrible at the
end of the game.

SOCCER
FROM PAGE 12

When the TKEs finally got
. the ball up to the offense they
finished the drive with a goal to
tie 1-1 with LXA.
In a·nother game, USA met
up with the surfclub's team, Off
The Wall. The game at first
looked like a mismatch with
USA, composed of some football
players, including field goal
kicker Franco Grilla.
They out-sized the surfers.
When the ball started to move,
it always seemed to have a surf
club member behind it. Off The

UCFS6, RUSO
AU (SO): Lewis 7013 1-2 16, Gu ilbeaux 6-16 2-8
15, Pinder6-80-0 13, Thompson6-151-315, McBride
1-53-45, Stewart5-114-5 14. Totals 31·6812-1880
UCF (86): Phillips 5-11 2-8 14, Boles 5-9 2-3 12,
Hinson 3-12 3-3 9, Haynes 5-1O4-6 17, Hammerberg
0-1 0-0 o. Tormohlen 3-6 0-0 6, Roberson 0-1 0-0 0,
Denmon 2-2 0-0 4, Leeks 9-14 6-9 24. Totals 32-71
14-17 86.
Halftime: UCF 40, FIU 36. 3-point goals FIU 6-22
(Lewis 1-3, Guilbeaux 2-8, Pinder 1-3, ThoJ1llson 28), UCF 5-14 (Phillips 2-4, Hinson 0-1, Haynes 3-7,
Tormohlen 0-2). Fouled out - Guilbeaux, McBride.
Rebounds - FIU 35 (McBride 8), UCF 54 (leeks 14,
Boles 14). Assists - FIU 15 (lewis 7), UCF 26
(Phillips 9) . Total fouls- FIU 25, UCF 17. Technical
fouls -None. A-610.

Wall won.
The final score was 6-3.
Since there are many teams,
the men's league was divided
into A and B sub~leagues. The A
league is for the more advanced
teams. ·
Also, during the regular
season, the independent and
Greek teams will not intergrate .
The Greeks are first
competing with each other for ·
the top fraternity.
After the season is over, the
playoffs will begin. During the
playoffs, the Greek and
independent teams will face
each other. The winning team
will receive an a ward.

CJ{J?{Yl.CL'll'l3

•

GRAND OPENING?

a-1.

FRE~

•

EGG ROLL, WING,
FRIED RICE & FORTUNE COOKIE
WITH DINNER SPECIAL

•

ACROSS FROM UCF
4066 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL
380-1084

fN THE WILD PIZZA

/

•

Target rop'f>cs

•

678-2022

•

.

Have a Great Semester...
.
Thank You tor Your Support!
..

•

•

.

4SHOWINGS
FEBRUARY 3RD AT.6:30 PM & 9:00 PM
FEBRUARY 4TH AT 6:30 PM & 9:00 PM

•

brought to you by

•
•
•

DEPf OF AEROSPACE STIJDIES
. (407) 275-2264
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Running Knights halt slide
with victory over Panthers
by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Running Knights overcame a listless first
half and a hard-playing Florida International team to
. pull out an 86-80 victory Tuesday night in the UCF
gymnasium.
The Running Knights ended a four-game losing
streak against-an FIU squad, which entered the night
with just a 3-14 record and as a decided underdog.
UCF (7-10) fell behind 10-2 at the start of the game
after failing to score until forward Mike Boles drove to
the basket and rolled the ball in the basket.
Senior guard Mike Haynes then brought the Knights
back into the game with three 3-pointers bringing the
score to 21-21 halfway through the first half.
The two teams then fought for the lead as UCFs
Ken Leeks began to take control of the game with
strong moves to the basket.
''They got off to a fast start and we started kind of
sluggish," guard Sinua Phil.lips said. "When you're
playing against a team, like FIU, that's lower in
stature than you, it's hard to get up for them."
The teams headed into halftime with UCF out in
front 40-36 and beginning to show dominance by
repeatedly going to Leeks inside.
.
''We shot better then usual, but they got the ball to
Leeks and he's the monster," FIU coach Bob Weltlich

said. "He also rebounded the ball over us, around us
and through us."
In the second half, the Knights continued to assert
their advantage in height with a strong inside game.
With Leeks hitting his stride, Phillips began to execute
with slicing moves to the basket and outside shooting.
UCF pulled out to a 16-point lead with four minutes
left in the game after a 10-point run. But then UCF
allowed the Panthers to bring themselves back into the
game.
With 1 :05 left in the game, FIU brought the score to
81-78 as Dwight Stewart scored a three point piay after
being fouled by UCFs Mike Bole·s. .
Anthony Haynes put the game away for the Knights
with four consecutive free throws.
UCF Head Coach Joe Dean fumed after the game
and searched for an explanation for his team's apathy.
"I thought we-played very poorly. 'fhey played harder.
They were scrappier while we were very inconsistent,"
Dean said. "Our intensity was very poor. We can get up
for DePaul, we can get up for New Orleans, but we can't
get up for FIU."
One of the bright spots for the Knights was the
much-needed play at power forward of 6-foot-6 junior
Mike Boles.
Boles finished the game with 12points,14 rebounds
1

see ·BASKETBALL page 11

.

M11.hael f\1i111\...ci• 1nA ... ·rL.uriouA ru 1uni::

Tommy Tormohlen has been a dependable 6th man for
the Running Knights this season.

1991 Baseball Preview

·ucF baseball begins with.new faces
7 new starters, .
increased depth
strengthen lJCF
by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Even though seven oflast
year's starters r.etum to this
year's UCF baseball squad,
only two regained their
starting spots.
That gives UCF's coaches
reason to view the 1991
season to be even better than
last season's 40-20.
"We've got a realistic
chan.ce of winning 50 games
this year," pitching Coach
Mike Maack said. "I think
our second team [second
string] is as good as our first
team was last yea,r."
VCF ·head Coach Jay
Bergman said, "I think the
areas we needed to improve
in were team speed and lefthanded hitting."
The players who did not
gain back their starting
positions will not spend the
season on the bench.
Instead, Bergman will look
to do a lot of platooning from
game to game, and from inning
to inning.
''We've got 14 guys who can

Cnar1ea Morro·wn.... 1:.1" 1 n"'L ~t..\Jn1uM. ru 1 unc:.

Eric Martinez is a new face but also a familiar one ...

... as twin brother Ernie returns with his .363 BA.

Top 3 hurlers gone, but Knights prepared to equal last year's ERA mark
by D. Scott ·Hoilman

year · is better than last year," UCF
pitching Cpach Mike Maack said.
The leader of last year's pitchers was
The UCF Knights' pitching staff has Jon Henry. Henry ended the season with
a 5-2 record with one shutout and an ERA
large shoes, or cleats, to fill this year.
Last year's hurlers endeq the season of 1. 81. Henry was drafted by the
with a 2.80 combined ERA, which ranked Minnesota Twins after last se.ason.
The Knights also lost Brandon Turner
third in the country.
"IfI had to make a Wild guess, I would . after the 1990 season. His 1990 season
see BASEBALL page 11 have to say that I think the pitching this included pii;ching 122 innings, the most
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

on the team, and winning nine games,
with an overall ERA of 3.02.
Anthony Laszaic was red-shirted for
this season so he will not play either.
Laszaic went 8-1 last seascm, with a 2.22
ERA and 61 strike outs.
''That's a total of22 wins out of your 40
that you've lost," UCF Coach Jay

see PITCHING page 11

Intramural soccer kicks off season .
b'y Matt Mccredie
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Intramural program started its soccer season
Monday with many teams competing for the title. Six
games were played on the first day to kick off the new
year. During the season, every team will play six
games.
.
The league attracted 36 teams. Among them, 12 are
Greek, 15 are independent and nine are women's. Due

to the size ofthe league, not all teams will be able to play
each other.
On Monday, defending Greek champion Lamda Chi
Alpha met with Tau Kappa Epsilon. The game was
controlled by LXAs for the most part yet they failed to
convert their drives. The defense of the TKEs held the
powerful LXA offense giving up only one goal after
several shots were taken.

see SOCCER page 11
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Big brother is.watching·
you

.. Censorship .in the 1990s
by Nick Conte

'"T'

'

.l hose who would give up essential liberty

•

•
•

to purchase a little temporary safety deserve
neither liberty nor safety."
'
- Benjamin Franklin
Do you feel. you live in a free s9ciety? Being an
American citizen carries certain privileges that no
o~er foreign person could understand. For instances, if I feel Vice President Dan Quayle ~ a
goof ball I can say it. My rights under the First
Amendment protect this.
But how many angry Quayle supporters
would like to shut me up for even thinking.such
a thing? If they succeeded in squashing my
views they would be committing som~thing
called CENSORSHIP. Any trusty Webster's will
tell you this term means "to remove or prohibit
anything consider~d obscene or. objectionable
by a censor."
Art has always been near the center of any
censorship controversy. Most modem art reflects

•·

•

the time ·i n which it is ere~
matter was raw and unated - sometimes happy
giving.
or brutal, but never borSome of the show's
ing.
portraits included SadoInevitably, it seems
masochistic scenes,
some element in the
black and white male
community is morally
nudes-and children. The
prompted to make a
show ran into its first
stand against the trend.
snag in Washington, ·
D.C. That's when Sen.
As art becomes even
more provocative, the
Jesse Helms and his wife
clash between personal
spotted what they conexpression and moral
sidered pornographic
standards is bound to be
material in the show.
big.
Helms made quite a
The high profile arstink about the show.
rests for sexual lyrical
and some of the "moral
content of the rap group
guardians" in Cincinnati
(the next place slated for
2 Live Crew and of Dennis Berrie, the director of
the exhibit} heard this
the Cincinnati Contemmessage and acted on it.
porary Art Center, for
Even before the Mapdisplaying "homoerotic"
plethorpe show opened
works by Robert Mapin Cincinnati, a group
plethorpe have revealed
called Citizens for Community
Standards
a narrowing mind set by
some of the citizens of
Adam & Eve
mapped ciut a strategy to
our country.
The Eighties saw a rise in concern over the
turn public sentiment
·In Arlington, Va., . effects of pornography.
against the exhibit and
"about an inch" was trimmed from the exposed
the museum's director, Dennis Barrie. A major
penis of a sculpture in a public park. (I though
force behind the CCS -was Carl Linder Jr. , a
that was called a circumcision.) Stores selling'
fundamentalist Christian who had acquired an
copies of LIFE magazine 'featuring the history
enormous amount of wealth.
Linder "informed" (or, as it's commonly
of the bra were boycotted in a New England ·
town.
known, "extorted") the Central Trust Company
In Maryland, an exhibit was termed "satanof Cincinnati that it would lose 300 accounts'if
ic" and challenged by a local church group. (I
the exhibit opened. He did this because of the_
company's involvement with the museum. (A
don't know, I always thought "bingo" was a little satanic myself.)
..
Central Trust vice president was a member of
Isn't it funny tl~at the rest of the world,
See CENSORSIIlP page 4
especially those who have died in Tiananmen
Square and those dying in the streets
of Lithuania, is using us as their model
to show what free speech means?
Meanwhile, some Americans are busy
trying to "revise" this model. What is
even more frightening is that it's not
some foreign power trying to change the
Congress s~ ~ no faw respecting an
rules ... It is us! Censorship is a kneej erk response by individuals who are
estabfisfiment re{igion, orprofiibitingtFiefree
frightened by the disorderly nature of
e;r,ercise thereofi ·or
tfie freecfom
freedom.
· "Man is born free, yet he is everyspeech, or oftfie pressi ort!U rig/it oftfu peopfe
where in chains."
_.
· peaceafJfy to assemEfe, and to-petition the,
-Jean Jacques Rousseau .
In the spring of 1989, Rob~rt Mapgovernment for a redress ofgrievanas.
plethorpe's· "The Perfect Moment"
opened in Philadelphia. It immediately
-from tfie
ConstitutWn
won critical acclaim from many experts
in the art field. M.a pplethorpe's_subject
1

•

'11ie J'irst Ylmemfment
of

afariiging

•

v_s.

J1m F11rguson

Lou Sirkin, attorney for the Mapplethorpe case.
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Gibson, Close play 1 of best 'Hamlet' veISions

2

Confetti, January 31, 1991

.

.

.

.

'Hamlet' appropriate for today's audiences
by Bill Cushing

-

Close's ability to handle the
part of Hamlet's mother, Gertrude, a lot of folks questioned
the choice of Mel Gibson in the
lead. Was this a marketing
move meant to exploit the actor's obvious box-office draw,
or would this casting prove
credible?
- Gibson should quiet any
detractors in the field. With
Alan 'Bates as Claudius (Hamlet's murderous uncle). Paul
Scofield a~ the ghost of Hamlet's father and Ian Holm as
Polonius, Gibson more than
holds his own in a cast filled
with theatrical luminaries.
As Zeffirelli opens the movie
with the funeral of Hamlet's

Every age. it seems, manages to
find Shakespeare.
In the first half of the 20th century,
the productions of Lawrence Olivier
were the yardsticks for measurement.
Today, it is Franco Zeffirelli and,
more recently, Kenneth Branagh, who
are the bard's standard-bearers.
Of Shakespeare's works, "Hamlet"
has become the most popular in recent time. Last year,' Kevin Kline
starred in a Broadway production of
the story staged in a minimalist manner that elicited interest from most.
. and ire from Shakespearian purists.
However, evep. that avant-garde version was overshadowed by news that
Close, Gibson give new blood to old classic.
Mel Gibson.. and Glemi Close were
teaming up with filmmaker Zeffirelli father, Gibson is less fonnal than
for a movie version of "Hamlet."
Olivier, but more subdued. His anger is ther's funeral to find her handing out
Now, after 'almost a year's anticipa-: smouldering, a perfect prelude to the bones and nails as flowers.
Both Scofield and Holm were part
tion, the Close-Gibson-Zeffirelli collabo- explosion ofhatred and revenge to come.
After learning the truth from his of Branagh's recent BBC production
ration of "Hamlet" has been released.
Even after 400 years, the story is father's spirit, Hamlet goes aqout his of "Henry V," which surprised many
still one that can hold the viewers' task of vengeance with frightening de- viewers and garnered some Oscar
interest. Every conceivable crime or liberation. He feigns madness while nominations in 1990. Scofield's ghost
malady is in this movie - murder, driving those around him to it. He loves is truly "a coup.tenance more in sorincest. madness, love, hate, revenge, Ophelia but cannot bend to it, and it row than in anger." Holm plays Polotakes her suicide for him to finally . nius as the perfect politiciCin, producplots and politics.
There is ve:ry little that needs to be proclaim it.
ing endless-and meaningless chatter.
·Helena Bonham-Carter as Ophelia, When Hamlet eventually makes Polosaid about the story: Shakespeare is,
Polonius'. daughter,
after all, our lanconveys an innoguage's greatest litercence and vulneraary figur~. The quesbility that surpasses
any
tion
with
any physical beauty.
Shakespeare produc: When she goes·
tion is always: Ho~
mad over -losing
well was it handled?
Hamlet's love, she
In this case, the
does go maq. It is a
answer is very well,
heart-rending scene
very well indeed.
when her brother reWhile few had
turns for their fadoubts about Glenn

the story as the . dying Hamlet commands him, 'Tell my story."
The film itself is well-crafted, using .
close-up shots of the cast to good effect.
While Zeffirelli and Christopher Devore
lfuerally rearrange the dialogue, these
editions are done with modem viewers
in mind. Everything works well.
Of particular note ics_ the sound production of David Stephenson He uses
George Lucas' nix reeording system to
maximum effect. Ifnothing else from this

..
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Diamond Dave still shining; _

....,...~

The Charts
Week ending Jan. 26

Megadeth a real 'ear-grinder'

DAVID
L E E
ROTH
•A Little Ain't Enough

Artist: David Lee Roth
Producer: Bob Rock
Label: Warner Bros.
Diamond Dave is back after
four years of rest and relaxation. Many who remember
the old Van Halen probably
wondered what ever happened
to the flamboyant, shameless
rock star?
Well, after hitting the top
five with his solo album Sky~
· scraper in .1987, Roth ·decided to take a long vacation to
the Himalayas and to the
South Pacific to do some adventure and get some kicks
the natural way.
When anyone thinks of
David Lee Roth, glitter, glamor and glitz automattcally

paint his ultra-materialistic
reputation. Remember "Califomia Girls"? "Crazy From The
Heat"? Who can possibly forget Van Halen's 1984 album?
Roth had become the epiF
ome of the rock 'n' roll Hollywood during the mid-80s: But
that wasn't the real Roth, the
real Van Halen that- started
back in 1974 under the name
"Mammoth" and played in
Southern California's sleazi- .
est, cheapest bars.
· Van Halen st¥ted as the
original whiskey-in-a-papercup with a cigarette in hand
band. ·It was not until the
band's debut album Van
Halen in -i 978 that they started to g~t away from this
smokey, gutter image. ·
Roth, after years of the high
life, decided to get back to his
back alley beginnings as he
and his band decided to check .
into a$15-a-night, third-class
hotel ·in Vancouver, Canada.
· Living in a back-street, stripjoint-lined neighborhood
brought Roth back to those
rocky roots.
People were forgetting
about the man who rescued
America from a disco decade.
He seemed to have disap-

peared. Vari Halen continued
with Sammy Hagar without
any problems or any sign of
slowing down.·
.Other bcµids · like Def Leppard, Motley Crue, _Guns N'
Roses and Poison took ·c enter
stage of the hard-rock scene
whilethethewildestshowman
of hard rock rested in back
·stage.
There were rumors that
Roth had ·gone bankrupt or
that he had decided to give up
his fancy living - permanently. Some rumor$ went so
far as to say Roth turned into
a fat, bald, drunkard!
"A Little Ain't Enough" is
far from terminal intoxication.
It's revived, revved-up new
guitar screeching with the
same old energetic voice, nonstop sound that brought Roth
to the top.
Without Eddie Van Halen·
or Steve Vai, Diainond Dave
proved that he doesn't need a
world-renownguitaristto help
him shake the house. From
the easygoing, almost sentimental "Sensible Shoes" with
a blues-like back beat to the
kick-ass rhythm in "The
see ROTH _page 3
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As he recently told Wamer groups. Megadeth's 1990 ef- about the twisted secrets that
Bros., "You have to lead with fort is up for a Grammy award are kept from the public and
FROMPAGE2
your face, with guitars to the in the Heavy Metal category the merciless fate of those who
·
· front, 'cause it's better to fall this year with its fifth album, know the truth.
RustinPeace.
"Take
No
Prisoners"
dethan
to
die
flat
on
your
face
Dogtown Shuffle," the album
Continuing in its tradition scribes war as "a·retreat for
is diverse and a new chapter bending over backwardsi'"
of
loud, ·e_ar-grtnding musi~, the damned, a playground for
Good
luck,
Dave.
See
ya
this
in Roth's solo career.
has success that's the demented, a haven for
Megadeth
summer!
A little Ain't Enough verified
survived
longer
than most those who walk this world be-'
Roth still has the ability to
-Josiah
Baker
critics
have
imagined.
With reft of heart and soul."
record. Hopefully his 1991
previous
albums,·
such
as
Megadeth paints a picture
World Tour (expected to be
Kil.ling
Is
My
Business
...
And
a.of.truly
hellish battleground,
launched sometime in late
· Business Is Good, So Far So ready to rip your soul in half.
spring) will show that he can
Good. .. So What?' and "Peace Thethunderingguitarriffswill
still perform.
Sells ... But Who's Buying?," probably hurt your ears if
The album is a basic comhave all contributed to Mega- .· you're used to MC Hammer.If
bination of the old Van Halen
deth's growing reputa.tioh, ri- you think Def Leppard "is. a
thunder, Roth's previous solo
valing Metallica in sales.
. little on the hard side, you may
whine and·a new taste of the
Rust In Peace concerns the · want to wear ear plugs.
blues on a simpler, more
If you can't hear Ozzy Osdangers ·of nuclear war and
dowri-to-earth level.
the death and destruction that boume's lyrics, you might just
· Roth isn't known for his
~ follows ~t. The first song, "Holy have a little problem trying to
outstanding songwriting talWars," is about the Moslems hear singer Dave Mustaine
ent or for his having a selfless
in the Middle East who will screeching in the backyard.
personality. People have hatkill their brother upon the Backing vocals by bass player
ed him and have loved him • Rustin Peace
~ommand of God:
David Ellefson an.d guitarist
for his stuck-up attitude, . Artist: Megadeth
which he accepts wholeheart- Producers: Mike Clink and . "Kill~ng for religion... Marty Friedman are very lowDave Mustaine
soinething I don't under- pitched and almost sound like
edly.
stand, ~ and "A countiy that's : demons echoing from hell,
After all, he is the Me-man Label: Capitol
dMded
... surely will not stand" creating a much more vivid
of the -Me generq.tion .of the
Mellow,
tranquil
and
pretty
are
fitting
lyrics as the war in image of thermonuclear war.
1970s. He is still that far from
the
gulf
has
begun.
_· Aside frorp. war, Megadeth
NOT
associare
three
words
remorseful, as his lyrics say,
ated
with
Megadeth,
one
of
the
"Hanger
18"
is
an
anticovers
environmental _issues.
"I don't think the devil's ever
military
intelligence.
song
"Dawn
:patrol" describes the
hardest
of
the
hard-core
rock
gonna give me back."

ROTH

•

•

•

.

MEGADETH
MEGADETH
MEGAD ETH
.MEGAD ETH
MEGADETH

pollution as "perpetual writhing" and "primordial ooze."
- "The Punishment Due" is
about the government's continual probing into the individual's affairs.
The song that sounded the
best and probably has the
most potential is "Rust In
Peace ... Polaris." . It is fast,
sudden and has Its own
sense of rhythm. As for the slow songs or love songs,
you'll have to wait for the
next album because there
are none.
.
Dave _Mustaine, Megadeth's singer and lyrics/
music compose!, said in an
inteIView with MTV, "Everyone knows that sex and love
songs sell. But there is
soµiething else in music you should have to thirik about."
Perhaps· if you're concerned about the war and
you are willing to be a little
open-minded , you might
want to listen to this album .
I guarantee it will be an experience that will be hard to
·
forget.
-by Josiah Baker

•
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Be Our
Valentine

•••••••

We want to hear all of you~ deep, most personal secrets about love. We need to know how that special ,s omeone
· -has warmed your heart and life.
·
·
.
Write us your love story. We're waiting. The best heartfelt expression will be printed in our Valentine's Day issue. Your
deadline is Friday, Feb. 8.
·
So talk to us. Don't. bother with those expensive 1-900 numbers when we're here. We're. easy. We're free.
Write us now at P.O.Box 25000 Orlando, FL 32816, or drop your experience into our anxious hands at the Future office.
Feel the power through your hand. Expres.s your love. But don't wait, for you haven't much time. Act now.

RUSH FIJI
•

Bi•kendo.:k·

TOP 10 REASONS TO PLEDGE PHI GAMMA DELTA

::::/:.;_f.~#~<~~~~~~~~.f ootwea r ~~;:~~;t~~

10. TO BE A FOUNDING MEMBER OF THIS BRAND NEW FRATERNITY!
9. YOU LOVE GOLF AND JACK NICKLAUS, PAYNE STEWARD, HALE IRWIN
AND JERRY PATE ARE FIJIS!
.
8. YOU WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS
7. YOU WANT TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY AND MAKE NEW FRIENDS
6. BECAUSE FIJI FRATERNITY PROMOTES ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT!
5. YOU LIKE THE FIRST FIVE REASONS LISTED ABOVE!
4 . .JOHNNY CARSON, BOBBY RAHAL, ROGER PENSKE, ADMIRAL WILLIAM
CROWE AND NORMAN VINCENT PEALE.ARE FIJI BROTHERS! ·
3. YOU'LL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHAPE THIS NEW FRATERNITY
THEWAYYOUWANT!
2. BECAUSE THE FIJI'S COLORE'S ARE ROYAL PURPLE AND WHITE!
1. IT'S THE BEST DECISION YOU'LL MAKE EVER!!!
PID GAMMA DELTA, NICKNAMED 'THE FIJIS" ARE RECRUITING
THEffi FOUNDING PLEDGE CLASS AT UCF FROM FEB. 4-11

RUSH SCHEDULE
TUESDAY FEB. 5, 1991. .. 7-9PM
PI BETA PHI SORORITY, 4304 GREEK PK. DRIVE
WEDNESDAY FEB. 6, 1991. .. 7-9PM
KAPPA DELTA SOROR~TY, 4303 GREEK PK. DRIVE
THURSDAY FEB. 7, 1991 ... 7-9PM
DELTA GAMMA SORORITY, 41_01 GREEK PK. DRIVE

JOIN US AT A RUSH FUNCTION... STOP BY OUR FIJI DISPLAY
TABLE ON CAMPUS (NEAR THE LIBRARY)... .
TELL A FRIEND ABOUT PHI GAMMA DELTA. .. CALL THE FIJI
HOTLINE AT 893-7953 OR 823-2824...
.
JOIN A WINNER!!!
.

c~;:.:~~ET

All Sizes g Styles Attoilohle HRS. lJ.am-llprit

649-6484

EXCHANGE

·

7 .DAYS

SUPPORT OUR U.S •.TROOPS
WITH OFFICIAL SUPPORT T-SHIRT.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
FOR $12.50 PLUS $3 S&H. S,M,L,XL.
TO SPECIAL PROMOTIONS-TROOP SUPPORT
710 W. COLONIAL DRNE
#103 ORLANDO, FL. 32804
PORTION OF PROCE~DS TO BENEFIT THE
NAVY-MARINE CORPS RELIEF SOCIETY

.. OUR PRICES BLOW AWAY
· THE.COMPETITION! ..,
FRAME AND FUTON ..
$195.00*

I

I·

I

. I

I
I
I

I

I
I

I

STUDIO FUTON FRAME
ONLY$99.00*
offor

cxpin~:s v;11111'!ft1ij.. ~
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FEB. 14,

f991

'Offer Lxducks
All l'rior Sales
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679-7772 ·, _..
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AKI. •HJWH
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1271 Scmoran lllvc.J., Casscll.Jcrrv. FL
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or 70 FBI agents raiding warehouses in California for adult video-tapes.
"They go through records for
FROM PAGE 1
hours ap.d tie up the local police departments for months. If the Justhe museum's Board of Directors.)
tice Department can do it to these
The company did not back down,
people, they can do it to anybody." .
but the vice president had to resign;
So where does that leave
The . day the exhibit
us? I mean I don't particularopened, Barrie and the
ly like the New Kids on the
Contemporary Arts Center
Block much. Should I form a
was charged with "pandergroup to make sure the New
ing obscenity." But Barrie
· Kids' music never reaches the
had a cracker-jack attorENTERTAINMENT FOR MEN
radio again? No.
ney, Lou Sirkin, in his corEDDIE
If there's an audience for
ner. To make a long story
MURPHY
someone
or ~omething, then
short, Sirkin whipped the
it
should
be given the ·same
pro~ecution and all he had
freedom
of expression as
to use was something we
things
I
.
like.
Just because I
call the First Amendment.
think
"The
Dukes
of Hazzard"
_S irkin spoke recently at
was
a
1V
masterpiece
doesn't
UCF, and I asked him what ·
FROM
mean
you
have
to
agree
with
(or who) poses the biggest
,,,%f!NSIDE
me.
threat to our First AmendJH~#~S.SR
The First Amendment protects
ment rights:
... · '' NAKED
the
views of the rninqrity~ not the
LOOK AT
"The. U.S. Justice DeGLASNOST
"mob rules" "of a group or compartment. They're on a
munity. When I think about
massive campaign right ~
Americans and individuality, I
now, which they've titled
think of a line Frank Bums said
the child exploitation sec- .
on MAS.H. once: "Sure, I betion. The section is nothing
lieve in individuality... Just as
more than an anti-obscenilong as we all do it together." The
ty task force unit.
beautiful thing about our coun"They've mounted a matiy is its diversity.
jor attack on the producers The removal of Playboy and Penthouse from 7-1 lstores signaled a new censor~hip wave.
This diversity has made us betand distributors of sexualter informed. about the world
ly explicit material. They're
hand picking what they personally can't defend more than one defen- tice DepartmeD:t and the FBI. While around us. Being truly free is not an
fe'el is the most conservative com- dant at a time. Plus, the financial we've got drugs pouring over the easy task because to reap the good things
munities in the United States and drain of using this kind of defense is border from Columbia ·and violent about freedom, we must undergo the
they're pulling "sting operations" on more than these distributors can behavior everywhere, we're seeing 60 task of having to support it.
the distributors of some of the mailorder business. A distributor finds
himself, his company and his employees in the position of being
charged in several different jurisdictions. "The prosecution c·a ndaim
a conflict of interest because you

CENSORSHIP

afford. ''Their purpose is to rid this
country of what they don't feel is
appropriate material. If you start
with this, then they'll find other
things .that they don't like.
"They've executed 30 search warrants on the West Coast, the Jus-

PLAYBOY
THE

WOMEN
OF
RUSSIA
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. DOING TAXES·CAN MAKE
YOU FEEL GREAT. ESPECIALLY WHEN
· THEY'RE SOMEONE ELSE'S.

If you have a basic,aptitude for math ne~d help doing their taxes. 80 ,000
and the desire to help others , you can
people already have. Join them.
get a lot of satisfaction by volunteering
To find out about the free IRS train·
your time and skills to people who
ing program , call 1-800-424-1040 now.
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BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
•
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Internal
Revenue
Service

A Public Service of
This Publ1cat1on &

~

American.
Red Cross

•
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•

VolW1teer now. And you'll make someone's taxes less taxing later.
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Show off your style:

write for tfte ~uture

STUDENTS

•

10°/o OFF

..

INHilili!
Location 1)
Corn.er of
University Blvd. and
436 behind Chili's

_

1006 PORfALE-AVE.
(407) 277-2153

Closest athletic shoe
store to UCF
10% discounts
students & faculty

GRAND OPENING
BRING TIIlS AD AND RECEIVE
$25 OFF REGISTRATION
NEW ENROLLEES ONLY
EXPIRES FEB. 28, 1991

"AGE 2-12 YEARS
•TRAINED & EXPERIENCED STAFF
-WARM AND CARING ENVIORNMENT
~RANSPORTATION TO/FROM AREA SCHOOLS
•FULL~ $48/WEEK
"PART TIME AND AFTER SCHOOL RATES AVAIL\BLE
•HOURLY AND DROP IN RATES 2 OUR
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PRESCHOOL
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